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Off the Rails:  China’s Central Asian HSR Dreams, published in the August 2016 issue of China 

Capitalist, an e-newsletter devoted to China’s economy and business affairs 

Nobody can accuse China of not thinking big in its newest high-speed rail (HSR) projects for the 

One Belt, One Road (1B1R) initiative.  The latest ambitious 1B1R HSR project is an Urumqi-

Tehran HSR corridor [1] proposed in November 2015 to run through the biggest cities of 

Kazakhstan (Almaty), Kyrgyzstan (Bishkek), Uzbekistan (Tashkent and Samarkand), and 

Turkmenistan (Ashgabat).  This new plan is in line with the core 1B1R objective of deepening 

China’s infrastructure, economic, institutional, and cultural connectivity with key parts of the 

world.  In doing this, Chinese leaders believe that 1B1R will turn China into the global center for 

trade, politics, and culture, [2] much like it was 2000 years ago, during the ancient silk road’s 

heyday.    

The Urumqi-Tehran corridor not only seeks to facilitate the flow of people, but freight as well.  

The movement of cargo by rail out of China across the Central Asia 1B1R zone has been 

hindered by the wider rail gauges used by the “Stans” and Russia, creating a bottleneck at the 

Xinjiang-Kazakhstan border for freight trains.  Since the Urumqi-Tehran line relies on the 

worldwide standard 1.435 meter HSR gauge, it can be seamlessly connected to China’s network 

and that of other regions, obviating the need for central Asian countries to change their wider 

railway gauges, which they are unwilling to do.  The Urumqi-Tehran route is thus slated to 

handle both passenger and freight traffic in order to significantly boost the rail cargo flowing 

out of Xinjiang.  Chinese railroad officials [3] believe that the standard HSR gauge will 

significantly boost freight rail traffic from Xinjiang to Iran, enabling China to better capitalize on 

the freeing of Iran’s economy following the lifting of sanctions.    

Unfortunately, the Urumqi-Tehran corridor is unlikely to help China to realize its Central Asian 

1B1R HSR dreams.  First and foremost, this project has limited commercial viability.  To see why 

this is so, we can begin by considering China’s own HSR passenger network.  That network is 

now the world’s biggest [4] in terms of length and passenger volumes, and its trains, which run 

on time, transport riders quickly between cities.  But according to a National Railway Authority 

report, [5] most Chinese HSR lines still do not break even.  The big exception is the Beijing-

Shanghai HSR corridor, which turned a profit in 2015; the Guangzhou-Shenzhen, Shanghai-

Ningbo, and Ningbo-Hangzhou lines are also in the black.  Other Chinese HSR corridors and 

lines, especially those in central and western China, lose money, with many, such as the Xi’an-

Zhengzhou line, operating at well below capacity.  

This pattern is in line with the economics of HSR.  First, as KMPG [6] stresses, medium-length 2-

3 hour journeys, which would take 6-9 hours by motor vehicle, comprise HSR’s “sweet spot.”  

Here, it can compete with air with respect to time spent traveling, once getting to the airport, 

undergoing security checks and the like are factored in.  More critically, HSR is terribly 

expensive [7] to build—China, which can do that at relatively low cost, still spends 2-3 times 

more to construct HSR lines than conventional ones—and operate.  Recouping these costs 

necessitates steep ticket prices and high ridership in the face of those prices.  Thus, the money-
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making parts of China’s HSR network connect megacities that are not too close or far apart in 

the densely populated and economically vibrant east of China, ensuring full capacity operation 

and high passenger volumes.  In 2014, 250 trains ran daily on the Beijing-Shanghai corridor [8] 

and passenger flow for the year reached 100 million.  Other Chinese HSR corridors and lines, 

notably the one through Xinjiang, which was built for political reasons, [9] traverse sparsely 

populated areas with widely separated cities and will never be profitable.  The central and 

western parts of China’s HSR network does have many HSR “sweet spots” between large cities, 

but low income [10] levels have made this service less affordable, limiting ridership.        

This last group of corridors and lines will generate more revenue once affluence spreads 

beyond the eastern coastal provinces.  In the meantime, however, the debt of the state-owned 

China Railway Corporation, which operates the Chinese railroad system, has more than doubled 

in the last five years, rising from $280 billion in 2011 [11] to $636 billion by the start of 2016 

[12].  That sum exceeds the total private and public debt of Australia [13] and two-thirds [14] of 

it is related to HSR construction. 

The countries in the Urumqi-Tehran HSR corridor lack the income and population density 

prerequisites for commercially viable passenger HSR.  According to 2015 World Bank [15] data, 

Kazakhstan’s GDP per capita exceeded that of Chinas, but was nowhere near those of 

developed economies.  Incomes in Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Iran are lower 

than in China, and that gap is especially big for Kyrgyzstan and Iran.  China’s overall population 

density is over one-third higher than that of Uzbekistan, more than double that of Iran, three 

times that of Kyrgyzstan, and 13 times that of Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan.  An even bigger 

disparity certainly exists in population densities and incomes between the “Stans” and Iran and 

the parts of China comprising the high-revenue Beijing-Shanghai HSR corridor.  Indeed, aside 

from Tehran, all of the largest cities along the Urumqi-Tehran have populations—361,000 

(Samarkand) to 2.1 million (Tashkent)—that are small compared to big Chinese metropolises, 

with only small towns and swathes of empty land standing between them.  On top of that, the 

Almaty-Bishkek and Tashkent-Samarkand stretches of the Urumqi-Tehran corridor can be 

traversed by vehicles along existing highways in 3.5 and 4 hours, respectively.  Less affluent 

local travelers more concerned about saving money vs. time will either drive or hitch a ride 

between these cities rather than purchase expensive HSR tickets.  This all adds up to limited 

local ridership for the Urumqi-Tehran HSR line.   

That shortfall will not be offset by Chinese customers.  Since time is money for business 

travelers, they will opt for air over HSR, even for the first major stop on the Urumqi-Tehran 

corridor, Almaty.  With 540 miles separating it from Urumqi, one can fly between them in 

around half the time it takes to travel by HSR (factoring the border stop for passport/visa 

checks).  The Urumqi-Tehran corridor is also unlikely to be heavily used by Chinese tourists.  

Just 250,000 Chinese visited [16] Kazakhstan, or .0026% of the 97 million Chinese traveling 

abroad in 2013.  Although China’s outbound tourism topped 100 million following 2013, it is 

safe to say that very little of that increase went to Central Asia.  Complicated visa procedures, 
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absence of shopping, and lack of Chinese language guide services and Chinese restaurants limit 

[17] the appeal of this destination for outbound tourists from China.       

While Chinese railroad officials are right to say that freight trains could be run on the Urumqi-

Tehran HSR line, doing so poses special technical problems that raise construction and 

operating costs [18].  First, in order to minimize rail wear and ensure a smooth ride for 

passengers, the outer rail of the track on HSR lines is elevated above that of the inner track 

around curves.  This balances the centripetal force of the trains being pushed outward with the 

inward gravitational force when they are whipping around curves at 300 kilometers per hour.  

Since freight trains travel at 120 kilometers per hour, the inward gravitational force will be 

much greater, causing the wheel flanges to grind at the lower rail while rounding curves on HSR 

lines, creating more rail wear and increasing maintenance expenditures.  Additional 

construction costs arise from the need with freight rail traffic to minimize the consequences of 

hazardous cargo spillage in train derailments (this is not a problem with passenger trains).  Due 

to the excellent power-weight ratio of higher-speed passenger trains, gradients of up to 3.5% 

are used on HSR lines.  This cannot be done for heavy freight trains, so the Urumqi-Tehran will 

be less able to follow landscape contours, making it more expensive to build.  Finally, given the 

large speed gap between high speed passenger trains and freight trains, running both of them 

together will greatly diminish the Urumqi-Tehran line’s passenger train capacity.  All of these 

factors will to at least some degree offset the added revenues of hauling cargo through the 

Urumqi-Tehran HSR corridor.    

Building that HSR corridor would benefit China by boosting the demand for steel, where output 
far exceeds domestic demand, and this impact is another rationale [19] for such 1B1R 
infrastructure initiatives.  But senior IHS economist Brian Jackson [20] argues that 1B1R HSR 
corridors are a modest palliative for the surplus capacity problems of steel producers.  He notes 
that Chinese state spending so far committed to 1B1R infrastructure schemes in investments, 
grants, and loans, some of which will be funneled through Beijing’s new policy lender, the Asian 
Infrastructure Investment Bank, is 1/20th of the stimulus binge unleashed after the 2008 global 
economic crisis, the source of the excess output problem in Chinese heavy industry.  Jackson 
calls it “a bit of fantasy” to believe that projects like the Urumqi-Tehran corridor are a panacea 
for China’s deep overcapacity problem.   

Having that be the case would also be a decidedly mixed blessing for China.  In particular, the 
government could further postpone the badly needed downsizing of the steel industry, which is 
an essential part of rebalancing the Chinese economy away from reliance on investment and 
toward a more sustainable growth path.   

To be sure, Chinese motivations for 1B1R infrastructure projects like the Urumqi-Tehran HSR 
corridor go beyond narrow economic gain.  The 1B1R initiative also seeks to boost China’s 
geopolitical influence and “soft power.”  However, the recent string of embarrassing setbacks in 
Chinese “rail diplomacy” suggests that big HSR projects are not the best means for achieving 
such ends.  Last year, Mexico [21] cancelled a high profile Chinese HSR project, while in March 
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of this year, shortly after Li Kequiang’s visit to the country, Thailand [22] stunned China by 
opting to shorten a planned Chinese-built HSR line was is an integral part of the planned 
Kunming-Singapore 1B1R HSR corridor.  The behavior of Mexico and Thailand was motivated by 
financing issues and costs of HSR projects.  These considerations are also threatening another 
Central Asian 1B1R HSR megaproject, the $242 billion, 7,000 Beijing Moscow link to run through 
Kazakhstan [23].  This line will cut the rail journey between the cities from 5 to 1.5 days and 
may take 20 years to build.  As Brookings Institution Russian expert Fiona Hill [24] observes, 
“Russia doesn’t have the money to pay for it, and the Chinese aren’t going to do this for free.”  
Work on the first leg of this line between Moscow and Kazan, [25] which was supposed to start 
this year, has yet to begin.  

If HSR diplomacy is to advance Chinese “soft power,” then China will have to loosen its purse 
strings.  China did so earlier this year, when it agreed to build a short HSR line in Indonesia 
without Indonesian government loan guarantees [26] after the latter initially rejected the 
project.  But as the stalled Moscow-Beijing HSR link indicates, China will be more reluctant to 
do this for really expensive HSR megaprojects.  Indeed, China already has, in a bid to spread its 
global influence, extended billions of dollars of questionable loans [27] to high-risk countries, 
such as Venezuela, Ecuador, Zimbabwe, Ukraine, and Russia.  It will likely be reluctant to take 
on additional dodgy debt to foreign countries.  And while Iran’s economic prospects are looking 
up after the lifting of sanctions, the development of “Stans” along the Urumqi-Tehran HSR 
continues to be held back by back by political instability and bad governance.               

Financing issues could halt the Urumqi-Tehran HSR project.  Although no projected budget for 

the initiative has been offered by Chinese railway authorities, the price tag is bound to be steep 

(no timetable also exists, but this will be a lengthy and complex project).  Political tension 

between Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan [28] may also derail the project, as happened in an earlier 

proposed Chinese conventional rail line project running through the two countries from 

Kashgar.  Since the costs of the Urumqi-Tehran HSR corridor are likely to outweigh its benefits, 

China would be better off if it were put on ice.  Having it built and put into operation is a clear 

instance of the old adage, “Beware of getting what you wish for.”    
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